
Addition of a new housing district: 
Housing – Grade-Oriented District (H-GO)

NEW

AMENDED

AMENDED

The Land Use Bylaw is the regulatory document that implements the policy
direction set forth in Calgary's Municipal Development Plan. It is the
document which regulates and controls what can get built and what those
buildings can be used for.

Have you heard about proposed
changes to the Land Use Bylaw?

Find out what this could mean for
your community.
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The following significant changes to Calgary's Land Use Bylaw have been
proposed:

Speak up on Oct 4
about these

proposed changes.

Amendments to the Residential – Grade-Oriented Infill (R-CG)
district

Reduction in parking requirements per dwelling unitAMENDED



Q: Why are we concerned?
We've broken down the most prevalent concerns with the proposed new
and amended zoning:

PROMISE OF AFFORDABILITY

RISK TO URBAN CANOPY

LACK OF MEANINGFUL PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

MISREPRESENTATION OF "MISSING MIDDLE" 
HOUSING

ABSENCE OF HERITAGE GUIDELINES

REDUCED PARKING REQUIRMENTS

MISALIGNMENT WITH CALGARY'S MUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT
PLAN
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FUZZY LANGUAGE

LACK OF TRANSPARENCY



The proposed changes erode rather than support the principles and
directions outlined in the MDP.

The Municipal Development Plan (MDP) is a statutory document that
sets out Calgary's vision for how to grow and develop over the next 60
years.

The MDP and Calgary Transportation
Plan (CTP) form an integrated land use
and mobility plan that guides City
decision-making. Council approved
both plans in September 2009 and
updated the MDP in February 2021.

Q: Do the changes align with the
Calgary Municipal Development Plan
(MDP)?

Spot upzoning decreases
the stability of

established communities.

Key principles of the MDP are:
 
Focus densification on transit-
supportive, mixed-use activity
centres and main streets 
(nodes and corridors).

 
Ensure long-term stability and
preservation of character of
existing low-density
neighbourhoods, ensuring no
dramatic contrasts in physical
development patterns. 

The MDP asserts the City will
consult communities and the
development and building
industry to facilitate
intensification initiatives.
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NEW

AMENDED

The Land Use Bylaw divides Calgary into land use “districts”. Every piece of
property is designated a particular land use district. Each district has a
specific set of requirements and rules. 

There are currently over 60 individual districts.

Below are the descriptions of the residential land use districts most
relevant to the proposed changes:

Residential Land-Use Districts

HGO (Housing – Grade-Oriented (H-GO) District) -  neither low-density
residential or multi-residential but forms its own residential district. H-GO
permits rowhouses and stacked townhouses of up to 8 units. The units can
be arranged with a 6.5m slot-style courtyard between two residential
building blocks.

R-C1 (Residential - Contextual One Dwelling District) is a residential zone in
developed areas that is primarily for single detached homes. May include secondary
suite.

R-C2 (Residential - Contextual One / Two Dwelling District) is a residential zone in
developed areas that is primarily for single detached, side-by-side and duplex
homes. May include a secondary suite. 

R-CG (Residential - Grade-Oriented Infill District) is a residential zone that is
primarily for rowhouses that may include a secondary suite.                                                                                       Amendments to R-
CG have been proposed to accommodate mid-block housing forms and
units will no longer be required to face the street. Units will be separated
by a 6.5 m slot-style courtyard.

M-CG (Multi-Residential - Contextual Grade-Oriented District) - M-CG is a multi-
residential zone in the developed area that is primarily for townhouses and
fourplexes.

DC (Direct control District) must only be used for the purpose of providing for
developments that due to their unique characteristics, innovative idea or unusual
site constraints, require specific regulation unavailable in other land use districts. 
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Max height (front building): 11 m (vs 10 m for R-C1)
Max height (rear building): 8.6 m (1.1 m taller than current backyard
allowance)
Max lot coverage: 60% (vs 45% for R-C1 and R-C2)
Minimum parking requirements: 0.375 stalls per unit (vs 1 stall per unit)
Front yard setback: 3 m
Side setback: 0-1.2 m
Density: 75 units/ha (vs 18 units/ha for R-C1 and 36 units/ha for R-C2)

Removal of the requirement that all units face the street 
Removal of the requirement that all units be located at the front of the
parcel 

Amendments to the existing R-CG district are intended to "unlock" mid-
block parcels and enable courtyard style housing forms in areas zoned RC-1
and RC-2.

The proposed amendments to R-CG will allow: 

Current: 
1 stalls per dwelling unit

 

Proposed:
0.375 stalls per dwelling unit +

secondary suite

Q: What will change?

4 units + 4 suites
= 8 units total

Amendments to R-CG district:
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15.2 m x 36.6 m lot
(50 x120 ft)

Courtyard
133 sq ft per unit



Max height: 12 m (vs 10 m for R-C1)
Max lot coverage: 60% (vs 45% for R-C1 and R-C2)
Minimum parking requirements: 0.375 stalls per unit (vs 1 stall per unit)
Front setback: 3 m
Side setback: 0-1.2 m
Density: 129 units/ha (vs 18 units/ha for R-C1, 36 units/ha for R-C2, and
111 units/ha for M-CG)

Stacked multi-dwelling developments up to 3-storeys
Will be a "permitted" use which means there is no opportunity for
comments from adjacent neighbours.

The proposed new H-GO district will add the option for redevelopment of
higher intensity than R-CG. Rules about permitted use are vague & loosely
defined.

The proposed H-GO district will allows:

Proposed new H-GO district:

Proposed:: 
0.375 stalls per dwelling unit
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15.2 m x 36.6 m lot
(50 x120 ft)

Courtyard
133 sq ft per unit

8 plus units



As catchment areas for Main Streets
and Activity Centres expand, so will
where H-GO and R-CG can be placed.

The City claims that if approved, the new H-GO district will only apply to
certain areas (i.e., not blanket rezoning) of the City. R-CG will apply to all
residential low-density residential areas.

Our reading of zoning catchment area for H-GO suggests this area will be
further expanded with the upcoming revisions to the Municipal
Development Plan (MDP), the Calgary Transportation Plan (CTP) and Land
Use Bylaw (1P2007).

Many established areas do not have R-CG zoning as present, but it will be a
prominent issue in upcoming Local Area Plans. 

Q: Where will these changes
apply?
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The Oct 4 proposed changes would allow R-CG mid-block in all R-C1 and 
R-C2 communities. H-GO would be allowed within 200 m of "primary transit
service," which means most of many inner city communities.



Each of the over 60 individual land use districts falls within a category of
districts.

Proposed
new language
in Land Use
Bylaw:

Current
language in
the Land
Use Bylaw:

The proposed new H-GO district will create its own new category:

You can see this demonstrated in the below proposed amendment, which is repeated in
multiple places throughout the Land Use Bylaw.

H-GO now forms its own category of higher-density developments
(8+ units, up to 3-storeys) that are able to be placed in low-density
communities more easily than existing multi-residential districts.

Low density residential
Multi-residential

For residential districts, the
categories have been either:

This will not be the case
should the proposed H-GO
district be approved.
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within two buildings on a 50 x 120 lot



Q: Was the public involved?
The City did NOT include the community in these significant planning and
development changes. Their rationale is that:

Across the city, there are many highly-engaged and educated citizens who
have the "technical expertise" required to contribute to these
conversations.

Council directed administration to create a new land use district on April
12, 2022, and report back no later than the end of September 2022 — this is
approximately six months.

Instead of using this time to conduct public engagement, the City chose to
only hear from select industry partners.

Given the magnitude of the proposed changes, it is critical
that the City prioritize involvement of the ordinary people

who will be directly impacted. 

1. Citizens would  not have the technical expertise to contribute to the writing of land
districts.

2. Lack of time.

Due to the technical nature of the work, Administration engaged with a targeted group
of stakeholders. Stakeholders included City staff (Planning, Urban Design, Safety
Codes Officers, Development Engineering, Transportation Planning, Waste and
Recycling, Housing Solutions, Real Estate and Development Services, and Law) and
members of industry who plan and design these types developments in the
established areas, all of whom have expertise in working with these districts. 
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July 29 , 2019
Council directed Administration, as part of ongoing review of the low-density land use
districts and existing work on the Developed Areas Guidebook, to bring forward land
use amendments that facilitate mid-block rowhouse implementation. 

Returning to Council through the Standing Policy Committee on Planning and Urban
Development no later than  Q4 2020. 

April 12, 2022
Council directed Administration to minimize the number of Direct Control
(DC) districts proposed for planning applications where R-CG does not fully
serve the needs of the applicant and the community by bringing an
amendment to the Land Use Bylaw to create a new land use district that
addresses the shortcomings of the R-CG district in creating “the missing
middle”

Administration was directed to report back to Council through the
Infrastructure and Planning Committee no later than end of Q3 2022. 

introduce a new land use district, Housing – Grade Oriented (H-GO) district,
amendments to the Residential Grade - Oriented Infill (R-CG) district,
alter the general rules for multi-residential districts and standardized parking ratios.

September 9, 2022
Planning and Development Services' report to Infrastructure and Planning Committee
proposes amendments to Land Use Bylaw to:

 

April to September 2022
Administration engaged with a targeted group of stakeholders. 

Stakeholders included City staff (Planning, Urban Design, Safety Codes Officers,
Development Engineering, Transportation Planning, Waste and Recycling, Housing
Solutions, Real Estate and Development Services, and Law) and members of
industry who plan and design these types developments in the established areas, all
of whom have expertise in working with these districts. 

It seems unfair that the public does not
get engaged because of a tight deadline

set by Council.
 

If there was a documented history of 
R-CG shortcomings, why wasn't time used

to involve public?

grade-oriented, low density multi-unit residential development in a
variety of forms and unit configurations on mid-block and corner parcels,
development forms with an orientation of dwelling units around a central
courtyard; and
specific motor vehicle parking requirements for secondary suites and
backyard suites. 

September 13, 2021
Council directed Administration to prioritize and undertake a sustainment
review of Land Use Bylaw 1P2007 pertaining to the Residential – Grade-
Oriented Infill (R-CG) District. 

The scope of review should consider possible recommendations of refined or
new rules to allow for: 

Administration was directed to report back to the Standing Policy
Committee on Planning and Urban Development with a timeline for this work
in Q1 2022 as part of the 2022 Planning  Department Workplan. 

On October 4, 2022, the proposed amendments to the Land Use
Bylaw will be presented at the Combined Meeting of Council for
approval as part of an amendment to the Land Use Bylaw.

Q: How did we get here?

Meanwhile, Calgary has recently
experienced a rise in the number of

applications for special Direct Control
districts, leading to frustration from

community members wanting certainty.

The proposed land use changes
were available to the public on
Sept 6, 2022 just 3 days before

the IPC meeting
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The term "Missing Middle Housing" was coined by American architect and
urbanist, Daniel Parolek. The principal of Opticos Design and Inc., Parolek
introduced the concept to highlights ways to provide more housing and
more housing choices in sustainable, walkable places.

The scale of Missing Middle Housing is intended to be compatible with
single-detached homes and fit seamlessly into existing residential
neighbourhoods.

A key aspect of Missing Middle Housing, as Parolek defines it, is
thoughtful form and scale (livability), or what he often calls “house scale.” 

Livability relates to quality of life for both those living within the new
homes, as well as livability of adjacent homes. 

Q: What is missing middle
housing?
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Dan Parolek states that:

Two of the critical mistakes highlighted are:

Not effectively regulating form and scale to
ensure “house scale”

Allowing types/ build out scenarios that do not deliver
attainability or livability

The Missing Middle concept is not always implemented as intended. 

"[his] intent is to discourage efforts that are well-intended but
don’t successfully deliver quality Missing Middle Housing.
Encouraging a more thoughtful and refined approach to achieve
these goals will make it easier for missing middle projects to get
approved and lead to long-term success and support for this
application, rather than continued push back and opposition."

This is timely and 
relevant - a must read!

https://opticosdesign.com/blog/top-five-missing-middle-mistakes/

"Missing Middle Housing
is not a one size fits all
solution." - Dan Parolek

13
Citizens would likely be more accepting of redevelopment in their area if building
heights, lot coverage, and setbacks were in scale with the surrounding homes. 



It is important to note, there are two categories of Missing Middle
Housing, and each should be applied to the appropriate neighbourhoods:

Missing Middle Housing is intended for low density districts.

Upper Missing Middle housing is  recommended for high intensity
neighbourhoods.

A 3 story house
averages between
30-40 feet (10-12 m)
in height from the
floor to the roof.
While the exact eight
depends on design
and height
provisions, a regular
floor is typically 3.04
m (9.8 feet high). So,
if each level is about
3.04 m, a 3 story
house would be
around 12 m high.

R-CG max = 11 m height
H-GO max = 12 m height
R-C1 max = 10 m height 14



Q. Is the middle missing in
Calgary?
A: Calgary has a multitude of districts zoned R-2 which allows for semi-
detached housing, a missing middle type. In addition there are many row
house and town house complexes in the city. 

Glenbrook Highland Park

South CalgaryVarsity
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The City has used case studies from Portland, Seattle, Minneapolis,
Edmonton, Victoria, and Toronto to justify the propose changes.

However, many of these cities are grappling with these changes
themselves. It is not as cut-and-dry as some would like to portray. 

Cleveland - The Cleveland Chapter of the American Association of
Architects submitted a request to repeal and replace the Missing Middle
Code that was passed in 2018 due to unintended consequences. 

Denver revised its missing middle policy in 2018 to ban slot-style courtyards,
regulate heights, and preserve areas of single-detached housing.

Edmonton has a policy that restricts the number of infill developments per
neighbourhood per year, according to a statement by Councillor Michael
Oshry.

Minneapolis has seen slow uptake as the Missing Middle housing form has
been relatively unpopular.

Toronto went through five years of detailed engagement with all
stakeholders. Slot-style courtyards are not permitted.

Q: What are other cities doing?

Vancouver focused its
redevelopment on industrial
areas and then on nodes and
corridors. It is only now, 50
years later, allowing for a
gradual encroachment and
densification into
neighbourhoods.

Victoria delayed their Missing
Middle initiative until after
their municipal election.

Arlington, Texas
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Citizens in cities across North America

are pushing back against misplaced
Missing Middle regulations.

 
 



As part of the amendments to the General Rules for Multi-Residential
Districts, the number of parking stalls required for R-CG units is
decreasing.

Current: 
1 stalls per dwelling unit

Proposed: 
0.375 stalls per dwelling unit

Q: How will parking be
impacted?

1 - SOURCE: City of Calgary Study, Changing Travel Behaviour in the Calgary Region, October 2013
2 - SOURCE: Vehicle registrations, by type of vehicle (statcan.gc.ca) 2016 data, may not represent full car ownership as it is based on
single vehicle class – used for comparison purposes.

The average household in Calgary has 1.85 vehicles and only 7% of
Calgarians do not own a car,  so what is the rationale for 0.375 parking
spots per unit?

1

Alberta has 13.6% higher car ownership
Milder climate in Vancouver
Better transit in Vancouver

Vancouver, apparently! During the Infrastructure Planning Committee
meeting on Sep 9, 2022, Administration referenced data from Vancouver
showing that car ownership in Vancouver is trending down to support the
parking relaxation, but no Calgary-specific data was provided.

British Columbia is not a suitable comparison:
2

Approximately every 10 years, the City of Calgary conducts a
comprehensive household travel and activity survey. The
latest survey was conducted from January to May 2012. 

The information is used to update the Calgary Regional
Transportation Model (RTM), a simulation that is used to
support transportation and LAND USE PLANNING decisions.

 
2022 survey is due! 10
years since last survey

Shouldn't we have
current data before
changes are made?
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"Travel for other purposes is an increasing share of daily travel"
The availability of autos has increased in Calgary: data “suggests that
households are increasing the number of vehicles they own to align
with the numbers of drivers in the household” 

Key findings from the City of Calgary Study, Changing Travel Behaviour in
the Calgary Region (October 2013) reported:

Q: What do parking trends data from the 2012 study indicate?

SOURCE: City of Calgary Study, Changing Travel Behaviour in the Calgary Region, October 2013
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An updated comprehensive household travel and activity survey is
required to guide proper planning practices.
Transparent data supporting parking relaxation must be provided (no
cherry-picking of stats to support Administration’s agenda)
Clear language to limit where parking relaxation may be appropriate if
data supports lower car ownership within 200m from LRT or BRT station
(walking, not as the crow flies)

The proposed Land Use Bylaw changes must not be approved as presented. 

Why is the City proposing to drastically reduce parking
requirements when their data points to increased car

ownership?

SOURCE: City of Calgary Study, Changing Travel Behaviour in the Calgary Region, October 2013
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Q: How will this impact the
urban tree canopy?
Reduced setbacks, increased lot coverage, and increased heights in the
proposed new H-GO district and amended R-CG district pose a risk to
existing urban canopy.

Calgary's tree canopy coverage is 8.6%, well below the target of 16%.
Protecting the urban canopy is important for climate change mitigation
and for the health of citizens. 

Trees play an important role in increasing urban biodiversity, providing plants
and animals with a favourable habitat, food and protection.

A mature tree can absorb up to 150 kg of CO2 per year. As a result, trees play
an important role in climate change mitigation. Especially in cities with high
levels of pollution, trees can improve air quality, making cities healthier places 

Mature trees regulate water flow and play a key role in preventing floods.

Trees help reduce carbon emissions. The correct placement of trees around a
building can reduce the need for air conditioning and reduce winter heating
bills.

Urban trees can help to
mitigate some of the
negative impacts and social
consequences of
urbanization, and make
cities more resilient. 

There are several ways in
which urban trees and
forests contribute to making
cities socio-economically
and environmentally more
sustainable:



The Urban Heat Island Effect refers to the way human activities raise the
temperature of cities and other urban areas, making them hotter than the
surrounding countryside.

Infills and densification involve a higher footprint on each lot, which means
fewer trees and less soil and grass area. Furthermore this means larger
areas of roofing, and more closely spaced buildings. Clearly this will make
the city hotter; surely this goes against the city’s belief that there is a
climate emergency that needs to be fought. 

IPCC Regional Fact Sheet – Urban Areas: 
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/downloads/factsheets/IPCC_AR6_WGI_Regional_Fact_Sh eet_Urban_areas.pdf 
Climate Atlas of Canada – Urban Heat Island Effect: https://climateatlas.ca/urban-heat-island- effect 
Health Canada – Climate Change and Health – Adaptation Bulletin: 
https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/environmental-workplace-health/reports- publications/climate-change-
health/climate-change-health-adaptation-bulletin-number-1- november-2009-revised-december-2010-health-canada-2009.html 
Last summer's B.C., Alberta heat wave was among most extreme since 1960s, study shows, CityNews:
https://vancouver.citynews.ca/2022/05/04/bc-alberta-heat-wave-study/ 21

According to Health Canada
the average air temperature
in a city like Calgary can be 1
to 3 C warmer than its
surroundings during the
daytime; in the evening the
difference can be as large 12
C. The summers of 2021 and
2022 saw record-setting
summer temperatures in
Western Canada. 

The urban heat island effect
can be mitigated by planting
trees around residential and
commercial buildings and
increasing urban forests and
parks. Making roofs light
coloured or covering them
with rooftop gardens can
also help. 

 
IPCC Regional Fact Sheet – Urban Areas, The
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change



Q: What do we want?

PROTECTION FOR EXISTING URBAN CANOPY

COLLABORATION WITH CITIZENS TO CREATE A "MADE IN
CALGARY" PLAN

CERTAINTY OF USE

HERITAGE GUIDELINES

PAUSE PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE LAND USE BYLAW (BYLAW
56P2022)
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SCALE OF DEVELOPMENT THAT IS SENSITIVE AND RESPECTFUL TO
ADJACENT HOMES AND THE SURROUNDING COMMUNITY

FOCUS DEVELOPMENT ON LRT NODES AND TRANSIT CORRIDORS
AS PER CALGARY'S MUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN

LEVIES FOR ESTABLISHED AREA DEVELOPERS THAT ARE
REINVESTED INTO THE COMMUNITY

CLEAR LANGUAGE

TRANSPARENCY

EVIDENCE-BASED DECISION MAKING

This analysis was prepared by community volunteers in preparation for the Oct 2, 2022 City
Council Meeting. Appreciation goes to: Phil Dack, Stu Davie, Kyle Dobson, Estelle Ducatel,
Flora Gillespie, Pat Guillemaud, Guy Buchanan, Lisa Poole, Mike Read, Jon Romalo, Roy Wright,
Lisa Caines, Wayne Howse, Larry Lalonde, and Gord Strasdin.



Q: How you can help?
Widespread community effort is required to ensure Council understands
how all stakeholders feel about the proposed new H-GO district,
amendments to R-GC, and changes to parking requirements.

Email the mayor and city councillors
calgary.ca/publicsubmissionSUBMIT AT:

cc: your community association on any 
 communication to council

Make sure your friends and neighbours know
about the proposed changes

Mayor: themayor@calgary.ca
Council: cityclerk@calgary.ca
Council: councillorweb@calgary.ca

SEND TO:

Speak at the public hearing on October 4
Email the City Clerk's office to register:
publicsubmissions@calgary.ca
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